In Escherichia coli crosstalk between DNA supercoiling, nucleoid-associated proteins and major RNA polymerase σ initiation factors regulates growth phase-dependent gene transcription. We show that the highly conserved spatial ordering of relevant genes along the chromosomal replichores largely corresponds both to their temporal expression patterns during growth and to an inferred gradient of DNA superhelical density from the origin to the terminus. Genes implicated in similar functions are related mainly in trans across the chromosomal replichores, whereas DNA-binding transcriptional regulators interact predominantly with targets in cis along the replichores. We also demonstrate that macrodomains (the individual structural partitions of the chromosome) are regulated differently. We infer that spatial and temporal variation of DNA superhelicity during the growth cycle coordinates oxygen and nutrient availability with global chromosome structure, thus providing a mechanistic insight into how the organization of a complete bacterial chromosome encodes a spatiotemporal program integrating DNA replication and global gene expression. 
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I
n Escherichia coli cells the physiological transitions induced by the changing growth environment are accompanied by changes in DNA superhelical density (1-3), nucleoid structure (4) (5) (6) , and the promoter selectivity of the RNA polymerase (RNAP) holoenzyme (3, 7) . During the growth cycle both the relative and absolute concentrations of the abundant nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs ; Table S1 ) change substantially and correspondingly generate bacterial chromatin of variable composition (8, 9) . The NAPs stabilize distinct supercoil structures (10) (11) (12) selectively favoring particular RNAP holoenzymes (13) (14) (15) . These variable nucleoprotein complexes modulate DNA topology during the growth cycle (Fig. 1A) , optimizing the channeling of supercoil energy into appropriate metabolic pathways (16, 17) .
The expression of the genes determining superhelical density, polymerase selectivity, and nucleoid structure is coordinated by cross-regulation. Thus, factor for inversion stimulation (FIS), a NAP abundant during the early exponential phase (18) , regulates expression not only of the superhelicity determinants DNA gyrase subunits A and B (gyrA and gyrB) and topoisomerase I (topA) (19) (20) (21) but also other NAP-encoding genes including hns, α subunit of histone-like protein from E. coli strain U93 (hupA), and DNA binding protein from starved cells (dps) (22) (23) (24) and components of the transcription machinery such as σ 38 subunit of RNA polymerase rpoS (25) . Similarly mutations affecting the selectivity of RNAP influence NAP production (26) (27) (28) . Again, mutations in the genes controlling DNA superhelicity affect the production of both NAPs and the basal transcription machinery (27, 29) . This pattern of integrated control constitutes a heterarchical network coordinating chromosome structure with cellular metabolism (27, 28, 30) . A further pointer to this integrated network is the observed selection of mutations in fis and tRNA dihydrouridine synthase (dusB) (essential for fis expression) and also in topA (31) , as well as in rpoC (the β′ subunit of RNAP) under conditions of adaptive evolution (32) .
Although there is substantial evidence for integrated regulation of NAPs, DNA superhelicity, and RNAP selectivity during the growth cycle, the mechanism by which this regulation is accomplished remains obscure. We report here that the conserved ordering of the stage-specific regulatory genes and their targets along the replichores corresponds with their temporal expression patterns during the growth cycle. We propose that this ordering reflects a gradient of DNA gyrase-binding sites and hence negative superhelicity from chromosomal origin (OriC) to terminus (Ter) of replication and that the generation of this superhelicity gradient is coupled to energy availability. During the growth cycle changes in local superhelicity drive morphological changes in chromosome structure that facilitate the integration of DNA replication and gene expression. Selected genes involved in aerobic/anaerobic metabolism (dark blue), DNA replication (orange), rrn genes (red), and transition phase (brown). Genes on the clockwise (right) replichore are above the bar, and genes on anti-clockwise (left) replichore are below the bar. The atp operon encodes ATP synthase. arcA/arcB encode a two-component system active under microaerobic conditions (61, 62) . ArcA also represses rpoS (63) . fnr has a dominant role under more strictly anaerobic conditions (61) . dnaA, encoding the principal initiator of DNA replication, maps close to OriC, whereas seqA, an inhibitor of replication initiation at OriC, maps closer to Ter. rmf decreases the availability of ribosomes and maps to a macrodomain immediately adjacent to the Ter macrodomain. (Second bar) Selected genes involved in control of DNA topology. gyrB, a component of DNA gyrase responsible for increasing negative superhelicity, maps close to OriC, whereas the gyrase inhibitor susceptibility to B17 microcin, locus C (sbmC), and topA and topB, both responsible for relaxing DNA, map either close to or within the Ter macrodomain. DNA gyrase inhibitor (yacG), encoding an inhibitor of GyrB, maps close to the center. Chromosomal partition genes C and E (parC and parE) encode the subunits of topoisomerase IV, responsible for decatenation of newly replicated DNA in the terminal region (64) and relaxation of negative supercoils (65) . (Third bar) Selected genes encoding NAPs. The NAP-encoding gene closest to OriC is hupA, encoding histone-like protein from E. coli strain U93 (HU)α. Its early expression relative to hupB, encoding Huβ (9), could buffer high negative superhelicity generated by DNA gyrase (36) . HUα 2 and HUαβ, but not HUβ 2 , constrain high superhelical densities in vitro (9) . A mutation in hupA both increases growth rate and antagonizes histone-like nucleoid-structuring protein (H-NS) regulation of certain transcription units (6) . High frequency of recombination (Hfq) is a nucleic acid-binding protein whose major role is that of an RNA chaperone, but it also may act as a DNA-binding NAP (8) . lrp is activated by ppGpp (38) . (Fourth bar) Selected genes involved in modulating RNAP activity, including σ factor-utilization regulators, secondary channel-binding proteins, termination/elongation factors, and RNAP subunits. σ factor-utilization regulators (light green): ω subunit of RNA polymerase (rpoZ), mapping close to the origin, encodes the ω subunit of RNAP, which confers a preference for utilization of σ 70 (28) . Regulator of sigma D (rsd) encodes an anti-σ 70 (66) , whereas crl confers a strong preference for σ S utilization (67) . Note that both rpoZ and crl map closer to OriC than do the respective σ factors whose activity they affect. The encoded regulatory pattern thus reflects a shift from predominantly σ 70 use close to OriC to σ S availability in the central region of the chromosome. Secondary channel-binding proteins (plum): growth regulator A and B, transcription elongation factors (greA and greB) both map in the region containing many genes expressed during rapid growth. GreA has been shown to stimulate initiation and transcription of genes involved in aerobic metabolism, including the atp operon (68, 69) as well as the rrnB P1 promoter in vitro (70, but also see ref. 71) . DksA, like the plasmid-encoded quorum sensing regulator (TraR) protein (72) , inhibits ribosomal protein promoters and rrn initiation (73, 74) and is more distant from OriC than is greA. In vivo it would act to reduce the rate of rrn initiation and hence antagonize transcription foci formation. Termination/elongation factors (red): The termination factor Rho is encoded by a gene located very close to OriC. This location may compensate for the antagonistic effect of high negative superhelicity on transcription termination, which involves the rewinding of DNA. RNAP subunits: The map positions relative to OriC of rpoD and rpoS, respectively encoding σ 70 and σ S , correspond to their relative order of temporal expression.
anaerobic (fnr) conditions, as well as those involved in activation and negative modulation of replication [DNA replication initiator protein DnaA (dnaA) and sequestration of origin (seqA)] and translation [ribosomal RNA (rrn) operons and ribosome maturation factor (rmf)], exhibit a similar pattern of chromosomal ordering (legend of Fig. 1B and Table S2 ). We asked whether the gene order of regulatory elements associated with the temporal pattern of transcription in Escherichia coli was conserved in other γ-Proteobacteria. Analysis of 131 γ-proteobacterial genomes showed that the relative distance of such genes from the origin and terminus was highly conserved ( Fig.  2A) . Similar analysis of all orthologous genes demonstrated that, although the relative distance was conserved, the specific replichore was not conserved to the same extent (Fig. 2B ). Simulations supported this observed bias (Fig. S1 ). Furthermore, essentially the same picture emerged when we analyzed the more distantly related Gram-positive bacteria ( Fig. S2 A and B) . We conclude that conservation of relative distance along the OriC-Ter axis overrides the replichore coherence.
Targets. Not only are the genes coordinating the major regulatory pathways ordered; their targets are ordered as well. Analyses of the distribution density of binding sites for Eσ 70 and Eσ S holoenzymes compiled in RegulonDB (34) show opposite spatial biases. For the vegetative σ 70 factor the highest percentage of targets is found around the origin, whereas for the stationary phase σ S factor the highest target density is close to the terminus ( Fig. 3 A and B), consistent with both the closer location of rpoD to OriC and the temporal division of labor between σ 70 and σ S during the bacterial growth cycle (7) . Similarly, the average density of binding sites for DNA gyrase (35) diminishes by five-to 10-fold ( Fig. 3C ) from OriC to Ter (36) . This organization could generate a gradient of superhelical density ( Fig. 3D ) correlating with that of Eσ 70 targets and anti-correlating with Eσ S targets, as expected from the opposite supercoiling preferences of these holoenzymes (3, 28) and in keeping with the requirement of high negative superhelicity for initiation of OriC replication (37) .
For the major NAPs, despite distinct chromosomal locations and abundances during the growth cycle, a high percentage of the binding sites compiled in RegulonDB occurs around the origin ( Fig. 3 E-H) . Among the NAPs encoded in the Terproximal region, only integration host factor (IHF) targets activating binding sites in the vicinity of Ter (Fig. 3F ), whereas the stationary-phase regulator leucine responsive protein (LRP) (38) and the global repressor H-NS (39) both preferentially target the OriC-proximal region ( Fig. 3 G and H). Additionally HU, the major supercoil-constraining NAP for which no binding site information is available, has distinct and opposite functional effects at the OriC and Ter ends of the chromosome, respectively reducing and increasing transcription (Fig. S3) .
To explore the relevance of this apparent chromosomal ordering of regulators for chromosomal expression, we used the Gene Ontology (GO) database describing the gene products in terms of associated metabolic processes and investigated the spatial organization of functional groups of genes. Many of these genes would be the ultimate targets of the regulation. Using scanning windows of variable sizes (0.1-0.5 Mb), we mapped the genes in the GO database, identifying the significant matches between functionally complementing windows on the chromosome (Figs. S4 and S5) . We determined the ratio of all significant combinations for cis (matching windows located on the same replichore) and trans (matching windows on distinct replichores) arrangements. Although the GO tree organization comprises 13 complexity levels from the most broad down to specific functions, most significant matches were observed at levels three and four (Figs. S6 and S7 ). Fig. 4A shows that functionally matching groups are localized predominantly on opposite replichores within the rrn macrodomain (36) comprising OriC and the nonstructured left (LNS) and right (RNS) macrodomains (40) . Importantly, the predominantly trans organization of these groups was significant only when the chromosomal gene order was aligned along the OriC-Ter axis. We infer that a majority of the functionally related groups are organized at comparable distances from the center of symmetry at OriC and are related in trans across the replichores. We denote these spatially coordinated matching GO groups of genes as "maGOGs."
We next analyzed the interactions between the E. coli DNAbinding transcriptional regulators and their targets compiled in the RegulonDB in the form of a static transcriptional regulatory Relationship among the phylogenetic distance, the correlation of distance to origin, and the replichore coherence (the conserved replichore identity of orthologs) for all γ-Proteobacteria. The points represent the data on pair-wise species comparisons computed using the Pearson correlation coefficient of either distances to origin or replichore identity (right/left) of all orthologous pairs. The points are color-coded in the 3D plot. Red indicates a higher correlation of distance to origin than replichore coherence; blue indicates higher replichore coherence. The predominance of red points indicates the stronger conservation of distance to origin. The phylogenetic distances in B were derived from the tree of γ-Proteobacteria (http://www.cbrg.ethz.ch/research/orthologous/speciestrees).
network (TRN). These analyses again revealed macrodomains in which spatially coordinated interactions between the regulators and targets were significantly enriched. However, in contrast to the spatial organization of maGOGs, significant TRN interactions occur mainly in cis along the replichores, largely corresponding to intermacrodomain communication (Fig. 4B) .
We also analyzed the spatial organization of couplons, entities corresponding to intersections of regulons of distinct σ factors and NAPs and containing functionally related genes (27) . Couplon analyses again demonstrated preferential communications in trans across the replichores (Fig. 4C) . We infer that chromosomal arrangement of functionally related genes and the spatial communications between transcriptional regulators and their targets are essentially orthogonal with respect to each other. comprising the Ori and LNS macrodomains (Fig. 5 A and B) . Similar spatiotemporal division of labor was observed in an rpoS mutant lacking σ S , but the pattern relative to wild-type cells was reversed, with the Ter-proximal region being more favored during the exponential phase and the OriC-proximal region during the stationary phase (Fig. 5 C and D) . Also, in an rpoZ mutant favoring the Eσ S holoenzyme (28), the Ter-proximal region was favored during the exponential phase, an effect that could be reversed by overproduction of σ 70 activating the OriC end ( Fig. 5 E and F). Importantly, although the effects of σ factors mainly involved trans communications, consistent with the orthogonal organization of regulatory communications in HEN, the mutations of fis and hns genes also substantially affected the cis communications, which were largely buffered in wild-type cells (Fig. 5 G-L) . Furthermore, some of these spatiotemporal patterns could be closely imitated by manipulating the composition of NAPs and DNA superhelicity (Fig. S8) , validating the usefulness of HEN for gene-expression analyses. 
Discussion
We have demonstrated that during the E. coli growth cycle in batch culture the temporal pattern of stage-specific gene expression corresponds largely with the gene order along the two replichores. This correspondence is apparent not only for the principal regulatory genes but also for their targets. Importantly, this property is a highly conserved characteristic of the replichores in both Gram-negative γ-Proteobacteria and Gram-positive bacteria, implying that the ordering is related to DNA replication. Moreover, the most conserved property for a particular gene appears to be not the precise location but the relative distance of the gene from OriC and Ter, independent of replichore ( Fig. 2 and Figs. S1 and S2 A and B) . This finding suggests that the selective determinant is itself a variable property that also is dependent on the relative OriC/Ter distance and is consistent with macrodomains sharing many functions (Fig. S9) . In fast-growing E. coli the bidirectional replication starting from OriC creates a gradient of gene dosage from OriC to Ter, such that the resulting origin-proximal relative increase in gene dosage potentially could increase gene expression in that region. Indeed, it is precisely this region that is preferentially active during exponential growth (Fig. 5A) . However, variation in gene dosage is likely to be only one of a number of regulatory influences. Thus, the originproximal region contains a five-to 10-fold higher average density of gyrase-binding sites than the Ter-proximal region (Fig. 3C) and also is the preferred target region for Eσ 70 holoenzyme and for FIS protein ( Fig. 3 A and E) , implicated in evolutionary modulation of DNA superhelicity (25) . We infer that the gradient of gyrase binding sites is indicative of potential gradients of negative superhelical density from OriC to Ter along the replichores (Fig.  3D) . The existence of such gradients corresponds well with both the pattern of holoenzyme and NAP targets and the greater density of supercoiling-sensitive genes (e.g., rpoZ, fis, hupA, and rrn) in the OriC end (16, 36, 42) , as well as with the activation of the rrn macrodomain under conditions of high negative superhelicity during exponential growth (Fig. S10 A and B) . The gradient of gyrase-binding sites would provide a simple mechanism for coupling energy availability to superhelical density (2, 33) and, because initiation of DNA replication is enhanced by high negative superhelicity (37), also to replication itself.
Although the spatial order of selected stage-specific genes corresponds well to the temporal order of expression during the growth cycle, the position of certain other genes, although highly conserved, does not. Genes in this category in E. coli include hns and gyrA. Although in Gram-positive bacteria gyrA and gyrB map in close proximity to OriC (Fig. S2C) , a rationale for the separate conserved locations of gyrA and gyrB in γ-Proteobacteria is not obvious. On shift-up expression of gyrB increases to a proportionally much greater extent than expression of gyrA (19) . GyrA and GyrB together form a heterotetramer, and if GyrB were limiting the distinct locations would favor the use of the gyrasebinding sites in the origin-proximal region. We hope to clarify any requirement for separate placement of the gyrA and gyrB genes in E. coli by switching their chromosomal positions.
Both FIS and H-NS principally target the origin-proximal region, potentially delimiting short topological domains (43) . However, fis is expressed at maximal levels during the exponential phase and maps in the origin-proximal region, in contrast to hns, which maps in the Ter macrodomain. In this context Montero Llopis et al. (44) recently reported that both Escherichia coli and Caulobacter crescentus spatially organize translation so that the mRNA product of a gene is translated in close proximity to its position in the nucleoid. This observation has profound implications for gene regulation and chromosome structure. If NAP production is localized, then diffusion of the resultant DNAbinding proteins within the nucleoid will be anomalous, generating concentration gradients. The outcome for nucleoid organization at a given locus then depends on the relative local concentrations of different NAPs, which in turn depend on the distance from the site of production and the total number of molecules available. In this model FIS and H-NS would be expected to be more dominant on nucleoid structure and function in the origin-proximal region during the exponential and stationary phases, respectively.
The relation of NAP function to negative superhelicity is consistent with the concept that NAPs can act to buffer superhelical density not only at the local level, as previously reported for the rrnA P1 promoter (45) , but also at the more global level of the chromosome and macrodomains (Fig. 5 G-L) . In this respect a correlation between the gradient of gyrase-binding sites and the functional effect of HU (36) is particularly striking (Fig. S3) . In the context of the transcriptional effect of HU, the apparently anomalous positions of the rrnG and rrnH genes approximately halfway between OriC and Ter delimit the rrn functional macrodomain (36) . Importantly, although all seven rRNA operons have been shown to be necessary for rapid adaptation, only five are necessary to support near-optimal growth (46), and it is not known how the rebalancing of rRNA transcription after shift-up is distributed among the rrn operons. Also, in a strain lacking ppGpp (the negative regulator of rRNA transcription), the regions containing up-regulated genes whose expression is stimulated by high negative superhelicity are in close proximity to rrnG and rrnH ( Fig.  S10 C and D) . This finding together with the propensity for forming variable transcription foci (47) raises the possibility that, in growing cells with a full complement of rrn operons, the regulation of individual rrn operons depends on their position in the chromosome.
A related issue is how the scattered distribution of tRNA genes around the chromosome can be reconciled with chromosomal positioning (Fig. S11) . Unlike rRNA genes, the expression of tRNA genes must be consistent both with growth and with differences in the relative amounts of iso-accepting tRNAs and codon use at different growth rates (ref. 48 and legend of Fig.  S11 ). For both rRNA and iso-accepting tRNA genes, as for other genes described here, distance from the origin is more conserved than replichore (Fig. S11B) .
Topological Model for Temporal Gene Expression. The deduced logic of spatial communications in the E. coli chromosome suggests a simple topological model of the circular chromosome folded as a negative supercoil in which close spatial proximity of replichores either within the rrn macrodomain comprising the Ori and flanking flexible macrodomains or between the rrn and Ter macrodomains supports alternative communication during exponential and stationary growth. These morphological transitions could occur as a consequence of changes in superhelical density, which would affect the configuration of DNA directly and also would alter the relative affinities of the different NAPs for DNA. The alternative configurations, with varying OriC and Ter separation, are consistent with the formation of transcription foci (47) , the reorganization and physical extension of nucleoids during exponential growth (49) (50) (51) , and the compaction of nucleoids in the stationary phase (51, 52) . This last effect is counteracted by the activator of rRNA operons FIS, which is abundant in exponential phase (4, 18) , suggesting that the conformational transition in the nucleoid is associated with changing gradients of competing NAPs (Fig. 5 M and N) . Although the extent to which gene expression has a linear relationship with gene copy number is unknown, it is conceivable that the relative increase in gene dosage resulting from the initiation of replication would increase the competitive advantage of regulators encoded in the origin-proximal region, whereas a balanced OriC-to-Ter stoichiometry on cessation of growth would abolish such an advantage (Fig. S12) .
How could such morphological transitions be coupled to energy availability? A primary response to nutritional shift-up under aerobic conditions is an increase in the ATP/ADP ratio (2, 33) that activates DNA gyrase, favoring the DnaA-ATP complex active in replication initiation (53) and coordinating RNAP activity with energy availability (54) . We propose that gyrase activity creates a gradient of superhelical density corresponding to the gradient of gyrase-binding sites (Fig. 3 C and D and Fig. S10 A and B) such that the selectively increased superhelicity of the origin-proximal region and the resultant change in chromosome morphology precede the initiation of replication. Such selectivity suggests a lower superhelical density in the Ter region, consistent with the finding that in the prereplicative state in slow-growing cells the Ter region is extended (55) . Concomitantly the increased spatial separation between origin-proximal H-NS target genes and the Ter-proximal location of the hns gene (Fig. 5M ) would attenuate the silencing effect H-NS (39, 56, 57) on the rrn macrodomain. On transition to stationary phase. a dramatic decline of FIS levels (18) in conjunction with DNA relaxation (Fig. S10 A and B) and compaction of the nucleoid would enable H-NS, as well as the stationary-phase regulator LRP (38) , to reestablish efficient repression (Fig. 5N) in the vicinity of replication origin. This model provides a dynamic mechanism for the concerted impact of the NAPs and DNA superhelicity on chromosome structure and cellular physiology (4-6, 9, 10, 16, 17, 19, 36, 39, 58) .
Conclusion
The conservation of gene order and spatial organization of regulator-target interactions in chromosomal macrodomains reported in this paper argue that the gene order specifies the temporal pattern of gene expression during the bacterial growth cycle. Our work thus illuminates why the timing of the expression of a gene is linked to its position on the chromosome, providing a view of the bacterial nucleoid as a highly organized dynamic entity optimized for coordinating oxygen and nutrient availability with spatiotemporal gene expression during rapid growth and its cessation.
Materials and Methods
Identification of Functional Groups in the GO Tree and Modeling of the TFGs. To address the similarity of chromosomal regions, we applied a sliding-window approach using a 500-kb window size and a 4-kb window shift creating 1,160 windows, each containing about 500 genes. All genes within a window were assigned to their specific locations on the GO tree (http://www.geneontology. org/). For a fixed level of the GO tree we summed up all genes assigned to the specific subtree, determining a unique one-dimensional pattern of GOsubtree (cluster) sizes for each window. Subsequently the similarity score of two windows (i and j) was determined by the equation:
where c is the number of clusters on the current GO-tree level, and n is the number of genes in a certain branch of this level, reflecting their covariance with a mean that equals zero. Hence, high similarity scores (s values) indicate a high correlation of the functional composition. All s values were compared with scores of 10,000 random genomes, generated by a random remapping of gene (operon) IDs to gene (operon) positions. For subsequent analyses window pairs with a P value < 0.05 were considered significant, and all others, including scores of overlapping windows [distance(i,j) <500 kb], were excluded. However, higher significance values up to a false-discovery rate of 0.05 indicated no qualitative change. In practice, the exclusion of overlapping windows introduces a bias toward trans matches. To address this issue and to compile a reference data set with the same bias, we shifted the origin position along the chromosome and compared cis/trans ratios with the native origin location. Subsequently, the significance of the cis/trans ratio peaks for a shifted origin position was compared with 10,000 random gene sets with the same number of best-scoring matches to rule out random noise peaks. GO levels three and four turned out to be statistically significant; lower GO levels lacked a reasonable functional resolution, whereas higher levels represented an extremely detailed functional resolution that suffered from varying resolutions among distinct functional clusters because of a nonuniform depth of the GO tree.
Modeling of the TRN. In correspondence with the GO-tree function analysis, we parsed the TRN communication along the chromosome by counting the number of connections between the subnetworks of any two 500-kb windows normalized by the total number of connections spreading from both windows into the genome. Using procedures analogous to GO similarity analysis, we determined highly connected regions on the chromosome and determined the peaks for the cis/trans ratio by shifting the origin.
Couplon Similarity. As a measure of couplon similarity, we determined for each couplon (27) whether the number of contained genes for the current window was greater or less than the expected number of genes. Hence, the similarity of two windows equals the number of couplons coherently overor underrepresented in both windows. The determination of the significance of matches and cis/trans ratio peaks was carried out as for the GO-tree similarity with random sets of both genes and operons.
Regulator Targets. To determine target site frequency distributions, the relevant data derived from the RegulonDB database were analyzed using a sliding 400-kb window with the map position at the window midpoint.
Expression Patterns. The expression data for mapping onto the HEN connectivity patterns were taken from Dong and Schellhorn (59) in Fig. 5 A-D Phylogenetic Analysis. In the phylum of γ-Proteobacteria the majority of regulators is conserved in a plethora of species including human and plant pathogens such as Vibrio cholerae and Pseudomonas syringae. In total we investigated 131 species (using a reciprocal best blast hit approach at the protein sequence level followed by the determination of orthologous clusters by a modified Girvan-Newman algorithm, resulting in densely connected clusters (node degree ≥ n/2), where n denotes the cluster size. Species information containing protein sequences was derived from the RefSeq sequence database and origin positions using the DoriC database (60) . The phylogenetic distances in Fig. 2B were derived from the tree of γ-Proteobacteria (http://www.cbrg. ethz.ch/research/orthologous/speciestrees). The same methodology was applied for analysis of all the annotated genomes of Gram-positive bacteria.
